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Sample equations you might pose to your students:
1/2 + 1/3 = __        2 1/4 – 3/4 = __         4 × 3/5 = __

Talk with a partner

Why might we pose equations like these?



1/2 + 1/3 = __         2 1/4 – 3/4 = __        4 × 3/5 = __

We give equations as problems to solve.  Why?

PRACTICE!
• Strategies for adding, subtracting, or multiplying fractions

• Procedures for 

o creating common denominators

o expressing answers in simplest form

o converting improper fractions to mixed numbers (and vice 
versa)



Nico (5th grade):  1/2 + 1/3 = ___
What was Nico’s strategy?



Nico (5th grade):  1/2 + 1/3 = ___
What did we learn about his fraction understanding?

• Correct answer

• Relatively efficient strategy

• Confident

• Learned little about his fraction understanding

Children have no need to think about fraction 
relationships when applying procedures.



How do we use equations in math instruction?
• Equations as problems to solve

oPractice

• Equations linked to story problems

oTool for solving story problems

oReflection of story problem structure

oOpportunity to explore and articulate fraction relationships

Expanded role of equations



Maddie (3rd grade): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes 
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?



Maddie (3rd grade): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes 
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?

What	was	Maddie’s	strategy?



Maddie (3rd grade): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes 
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?

What follow-up equations are posed? Why are these equations posed?   



Maddie (3rd grade): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes 
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?

1 = 1/4 + 1/4…       

1/4 + 1/4 = 2/4

1/4 + 1/4 + ___ = 1

2 + 2/4 = ___    

Grouping	1/4s	to	
other	amounts

Understanding	
mixed	number	of	2	
2/4

Grouping	1/4s	to	one	
whole



1 = 1/4 + 1/4…

What	did	Maddie	say	that	might	have	led	the	teacher	to	pose	
each	equation?

1/4 + 1/4 = 2/4 



Considerations when posing follow-up equations:
• Linking to what the child said or did
• Targeting only part of the strategy
• Posing seemingly obvious equations
• Focusing on relationships foundational to fraction 

understanding 
• Using true/false & open number sentences (often in non-

traditional forms)
• Varying who writes the equation

Maddie
1	=	1/4	+	1/4…							 1/4	+	1/4	=	2/4
1/4	+	1/4	+	___	=	1				 2	+	2/4	=	___				



YOUR TURN!
Randi (5th grade):  If you had 2 1/4 bars of clay, how much more 
clay would you need if you wanted to have 4 bars altogether?



Randi (5th grade):  If you had 2 1/4 bars of clay, how much more 
clay would you need if you wanted to have 4 bars altogether?

What	was	Randi’s	
strategy?

What	equations	could	
you	write	to	explore	
Randi’s	thinking?



YOUR TURN!
Randi (5th grade):  If you had 2 1/4 bars of clay, how much more 
clay would you need if you wanted to have 4 bars altogether?



Randi (5th grade):  If you had 2 1/4 bars of clay, how much more 
clay would you need if you wanted to have 4 bars altogether?

1/4 + __ = 1 

4/4 = 1 (T/F)



1/4 + __ = 1 

What	did	Randi	say	that	might	have	led	the	teacher	to	pose	each	
equation?



When should we use follow-up equations about 
fraction relationships?

• Wait until children are comfortable solving a variety of 
fraction story problems with basic strategies

• Wait until children have facility with the fraction words 
and notation related to the equations 

• Begin with familiar fractions (e.g., 1/2, 1/4, 1/3) and then 
progress



Closing Thoughts

Equations linked to story problems

• Opportunity to explore and articulate fraction 
relationships

Reminders:
• Listen to children’s ideas
• Target a mathematical relationship
• Pose seemingly obvious equations
• Consider varying equation form


